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Wednesday, October 21, 2015

Web Series needs professional dancers!

 
Tuesday, 27th October - 9 am - 6 pm (with lunch break and food provided) in Williamsburg Brooklyn

(just off Bedford L)
Looking for professionally trained dancers comfortable with having a personality on camera and able to execute fun, technical, and groovy
choreography (see video example below)
Interested dancers should send a resume, head shot, and an unedited dance video (if available) to rohanbhargava@outlook.com 

About the Scene: 
Our main character is on her last nerve, she just got fired from a job and she's walking through the street upset about all the beautiful people
she passes, with their jobs, their lovers, etc etc. She get's so upset she shouts to the sky - something in the vein of "Can't I catch a fucking
break!" ---but because she's a wizard (unbeknownst to her) she bewitches the street into a song and dance number (think: beetlejuice)- she
obliviously thinks she has stumbled into a flash mob- but the comedy here is that ordinary people are busting out amazing dance moves
(there faces are not in synch with their bodies) and she is trying to join in. (Name talent will be on set)

About the Film Team: 
Writer/Director Rachel Puchkoff's last series WILDCATS has just been picked up for distribution by a new streaming service being offered by
a company backed by AT&T. The series received positive praise from media outlets around the internet and recently received the most
nominations at the Raindance Film Festival Independent Series Awards. In addition, she has trained at UCB and founded the satirical website
Buttfeedz.  Producer Emily Iason has a range of production experience including narrative fiction, music videos, and commercial content. Her
recent projects have been seen at Sundance 2015, Berlinale 2015 and Hong Kong International and the latest short film she produced sold to
Kurz for European distribution for broadcast television.
About the Choreographer: 

Rohan Bhargava recently graduated from Tisch School of the Arts, NYU with a BFA degree in Dance. He is an emerging choreographer,
and his work has been showcased at the Tisch Alumni Show 2015, WAXworks Season Opener at Triskelion Arts, and the New York South
Asian International Performing Arts Festival. Currently, Rohan is starting his own dance company, Rovaco. The company is scheduled to
perform in the October and December edition of The Intimate Series along with Hatch Presenting Series in November 2015 and in the Upstart
Festival of Brooklyn Arts Exchange. Check out some of Rohan's choreographic work and performances at www.vimeo.com/rohandance

 

Video Link: www.vimeo.com/rohandance/gametheory 

 

For more information: 

Rachel Puchkoff: rpuchkoff@gmail.com

Rohan Bhargava: rohanbhargava@outlook.com

Video Links: www.vimeo.com/rohandance
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